
Trans Bhutan Trail’s vision is the creation of a link between

Bhutan’s past, present and future.

 

We preserve this trail out of respect for our ancestors, as

a symbol of National Unity.

 

We celebrate this trail as a connection between

communities across the Nation.

 

We protect this trail as a gift to future generations.

 

The Trans Bhutan may be an ancient trail but it’s charting

new ground in sustainability. Over the past few months, a

great deal of thought and effort has gone into ensuring

that the TBT will be one of the most sustainable long-

distance trails in the world. To achieve this the TBT team

has been exploring three elements of sustainability:

 

Physical Sustainability:

How do we build and maintain a trail that will last?

 

Organizational Sustainability:

What operating structure is needed to ensure physical

sustainability?

 

Resource Sustainability:

What talent, treasure and time is required to ensure

organizational and physical sustainability and how will

they be secured?
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From signposts provided by our friends at Greener Way made from recycled plastic, to

a combination of reviving ancient Bhutanese building techniques with modern IMBA

(International Mountain Bike Association) and World Trails Network approaches, the

physical trail is being built to limit erosion with locally sourced materials. 

 

Organizationally, we have gathered a team who are committed to positive trail user

experience while preparing communities along the TBT to be equipped for, and benefit

from, trekkers who will be coming their way.

 

Among several activities in the area of resource sustainability, we are developing a

domestic and international sales and marketing social enterprise which benefits tour

operators while contributing to trail maintenance and community economic

development.
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Trek only along marked routes; avoid taking short cuts and walking across

farm fields or private land.

Obey all blazing and signage.

Pass to the left of all chortens.

Respect the local community and do not disturb people living along the

trail. Show gratitude that they have welcomed you to walk through their

farms, forests and villages.

Respect local deities and spirits by making offerings. 

Dress appropriately if you plan to visit monasteries, lhakhangs, dzongs or

other sacred sites during your trek. National dress may be required. T-shirt,

shorts and sandals are not allowed within these institutions.

Leave the trail cleaner than you found it. Carry out all litter.

Leave flowers and plants for others to enjoy.

Avoid disturbing wildlife and farm animals.

Contribute to local economies by purchasing local good and services

including camping and homestays; as well as produce from farmers.

When you can, make the way easier for those who follow by clearing the

trail of fallen branches and overgrowth. 

Inform the TBT team of major trail issues such as fallen trees or damaged

bridges. 

Take responsibility for your own safety by planning your journey and

carrying food, water, first aid and other necessities as appropriate.

Leave only your footprints and thanks, take nothing but pictures and

memories. 

We would like to introduce the Trans Bhutan Trail Code to all our supporters.

The trail code has been developed to ensure that the trail is used responsibly.

It aims at promoting mutual respect between local communities and other

trail users, preserving the rich Bhutanese culture and protecting our lush green

nature.

 

Trans Bhutan Trail Code
 

By walking the Trans Bhutan Trail, you become part of a Trail Community. As a

community we commit to maintaining and enhancing the Trail out of respect

to the ancestors who built it, and as a gift to future generations. We do this

by adhering to the following:

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Trans Bhutan Trail traverses rugged semi-wilderness and various wildlife

habitats. Weather conditions can vary dramatically. Trail users should be

prepared. You are responsible for your own safety and use the trail at your

own risk.
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Arcteryx- TBT virtual event
In collaboration with Arc’tyrex, we had the honor of virtually presenting the Trans Bhutan Trail

to our supporters from around the world. The event was held live from the site of the world’s

largest sitting statue of the Buddha, Buddha Dordenma Kuenselphodrang, Thimphu. A section

of the Trans Bhutan Trail runs above the Kuenselphodrang. The viewers were treated to

beautiful morning sunrise over Thimphu valley while also learning about TBT. 

 

Please click the picture to watch the live session.
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Buddha Dordenma, Thimphu 

Trail Partners

“ The opportunity to organize this event in partnership
with the Trans Bhutan Trail created a window to an

immersive and inspiring world, and gave our community
here in Toronto a one of a kind experience to engage with
a culture and world beyond their own.  We are grateful for
the connection we've made, and hope to continue to build
a strong partnership with the Trans Bhutan Trail team" ”

-T imothy Lyt le
Community Market ing Manager

https://youtu.be/qLjqPRW4khg
https://m.facebook.com/transbhutantrail/
https://instagram.com/transbhutantrail/
https://youtu.be/qLjqPRW4khg


BHUTAN SCOUT ASSOCIATION
As the future of the nation, the youth of Bhutan are the vital link that will connect

Bhutan’s past, present and the future, and fulfill the Trans Bhutan Trail’s vision. We have

partnered with BSA in developing a curriculum and badge for the scouts to enhance their

community engagement and encourage active learning and fitness on the trail. 
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Picture courtesy: Bhutan Scout Association 
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TRAIL UPDATE
Trail Amenities
As the TBT enters its 3rd phase, our research team has been working hard on compiling a

comprehensive list of amenities – campsites, hotels, guest houses and homestays - along the

trail for user convenience. We would like to encourage all hikers to experience homestays

and support the local community. 
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Re-survey
When the construction of motor roads began in 1960, it subsumed certain sections of the

ancient trail. TBT resurveyed and rerouted 115 km of the trail to avoid the national highway.

In doing so we have rediscovered and revived other ancient trails to enhance the

experience of all trail users and immerse them further in nature. Last month, our trail

partners at the National Land Commission undertook re-survey work from Haato Monggar.

This important contribution leads the way for updates to the trail map and the development

of a mobile app.

Homestay in Ura, Bumthang

Pictures from the Re-survey
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Trail Blazing
Similar to other long-distance trails around the globe, for trouble-free path finding and a

positive trail user experience, the entire stretch of the Trans Bhutan Trail has been blazed.

Simple small white rectangular painted marks help trekkers find their way while maintaining

healthy trees. We would like to thank the local community of all 28 gewogs for their

support. Our users can now set out on their adventures with reassurance that the way has

been marked. Kindly obey all blazing and signage on your journey. You are also

encouraged to use a map once they are available and/or trek with a local guide. 

 

Please let us know if you experience any difficulty in route-finding. That way the team can

make improvements and you will have contributed to a more enjoyable journey for the next

person.

Pictures of blazing work done by the team 

Illustration explaining blazing

https://m.facebook.com/transbhutantrail/
https://instagram.com/transbhutantrail/
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TRAIL PUBLICATION
Stephen Couchman, Project Director, and Tandin Wangmo, past TBT Researcher, shared the

significance of the Trans Bhutan Trail and why it is necessary to revive this ancient route with

Druk Journal. 

Please click the picture to read the full article.
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” I have been working on the trail building with my friend and colleague, Kuenga. We are

inspired by their Majesties to mountain bike. We formed a mountain biking club, Thimphu

Mountain Biking Club, with passionate mountain bikers that helped us in maintaining the

trails, cleaning the trails. We have been voluntarily building the trails across Bhutan for the

past 15 years. Initially without any guidance, we didn’t even know if the Department of

Forest would allow us to maintain the trail but we were driven by our interest and passion.

Later, we were fortunate to have met with the Director of International Mountain Biking

Association. He gave us the technical expertise of building sustainable trails. 

 

Working on the Trans Bhutan Trail has been a very special experience for me. My

grandfather walked the trail from Thimphu to Trongsa. I was able to live, survey, recon and

mark his footsteps. It felt like I was walking with him. It is a memory I will cherish for the rest

of my life. Through the TBT, we were also able to meet with many happy local people. The

local communities’ generous hospitality made us feel welcomed and at home. It always

made saying goodbye very difficult. We learnt a lot from them and in return we were able

to train them on the basic sustainable trail building and maintenance techniques.

 

The greatest enemy of a trail is water. There will be a lot of erosion and we will need to

restudy the trail after monsoon. There will always be some areas we will have to reroute and

do armouring and gradient works on. Kinga and I will always be there if there are to

resolves any such issues. Even if we are not remembered, we hope that our work in the

community building will always be remembered. “
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TRAIL COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHT

kinley Dorji
TBT Trail Consultant 
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“ Since joining the Trans Bhutan Trail team, I have been
increasingly impressed by the Team’s commitment to ensure

correct partners are in place and that everyone that steps
foot on the Trail understands the importance of respecting
and learning its rich history.  I am very excited to begin to

share the Trail's story internationally. “ 
-Al ic ia  Del la  Maestra
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We are excited to have two new talents join our team in furthering the social enterprise. Alicia brings

a strong background in marketing and will play a key role in international marketing of the trail. Dina

has extensive experience in travel operations and will be involved in the business functions for the

TBT international sales efforts. 

TBT TEAM

Dina Poulopoulou Alicia Della Maestra

https://m.facebook.com/transbhutantrail/
https://instagram.com/transbhutantrail/
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TBT Sensitization Workshop
Sponsored by the Tourism Council of Bhutan, we will be hosting a sensitization workshop towards the

end of the month for all tourism stakeholders in Bhutan. It will highlight the Trail, its cultural and

historical significance and how TBT and the stakeholders can partner to support the local economy

and recover the tourism industry. Please insert the QR Code for registration. 

 

Sustainable Trail Maintenance Workshop 
A virtual sustainable trail maintenance workshop will be conducted in July by our trail experts for the

scout secretaries throughout the country. This training of trainers will be a key activity in enabling the

scouts to earn their proficiency badge. It will also create opportunities for scouts to contribute to

trail improvements on the Trans Bhutan Trail and other routes throughout the nation. 

 

 

Follow our journey to sustainability in upcoming newsletters.
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LOOKING FORWARD

Do you have a question about the Trans Bhutan Trail or want some advice on trekking? Send us your

questions and our expert guides will answer them in future publications. 

 

ASK A TRAIL GUIDE

We are grateful to those businesses and individuals who have contributed to the TBT to date. If you

are interested in making a donation or sponsoring one of our programs, please contact us.

International donors may be eligible to receive a charitable tax receipt.

SPONSORSHIP AND DONATIONS

https://m.facebook.com/transbhutantrail/
https://instagram.com/transbhutantrail/


བཀའ་ིན་ཆེ་ལགས།
Thank you!
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Trans Bhutan Trail is proudly sponsored by Bhutan Canada Foundation in
partnership with Tourism Council of Bhutan.

TBT is grateful for the generous support of the Royal Bhutan government.

CONTACT US
Do you want to travel the TBT? If so get in touch with us to find out how.

Join our mailing list: alicia@bhutancanada.org

Domestic email: kuzu.tbt@gmail.com

International email: catherine@bhutancanada.org

International contact: 1-866-828-7245 
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